Building Success – Wellness (and Impact)
In this handout
1. Understand what wellness is and why it is
important
2. Know Tips for wellness
3. Find resources to support wellness

This handout goes with the online presentation.
Actively pursuing wellness is key to success
and impact.

What is Wellness and why it is important
“Happiness,” “wellness,” “well-being”, the terms get used interchangeably but distinctions
are emerging: wellness connotes a state of overall health, while happiness is a more
perceptual concept – how people feel about and experience their daily lives. (from the
2018 Global Wellness Summit)
What are the dimensions of wellness? What’s missing from the list
Emotional
Environmental
Intellectual
occupational
________1
Social
Spiritual
Word options: Physical, success
Wellness is about ____________2
Why do we bother with wellness?
Wellness is about “ ...a healthy and fulfilling life. Wellness is more than being free from illness, it is
a dynamic process of change and growth.” – UC Davis

1
2

Missing word - Physical
Missing word - balance

Developed with input by Mark Bell, Mark Lagrimini, Wendy Powers, and …. July 2020
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Tips for Wellness
Wellness (and Happiness) – Attitude counts
“The pessimist sees difficulty in every opportunity. The optimist sees
the opportunity in every difficulty.” Winston Churchill
1. Does our external world predict our happiness?

Seek Balance

90% of our long term happiness is not predicted by the outside
world but predicted by how our brain processes the outside world
2. 75% of job success is predicted by …
our optimism, our social support and the ability to see stress as a challenge instead of a threat.

Wellness tips
Seven tips - Fill in the missing words3
1. Visualize a Productive _____
2. Focus on your _____-Impact Projects/Tasks
3. Plan Ahead for the ______ of 3* (See note below)
4. Clear Your Mind of Tasks and have _______ Lists
5. Review your _______ + (See note below)

Words choices
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Day
Email
Energy
Highest
Hot
Rule
To Do

6. Move Beyond ________ overwhelm
7. Amp Up Your ______Levels
*e.g., what 3 things will you achieve today
+
Are you balanced? Mind | Body | Spirit | Career | Finances | Relationships | Fun | Environment
Learn more at Habits for Balance & Productivity Fact Sheet (Appendix 1)
Fact: Positive thinking makes you healthier and happier.
Here’s three tips from the Be Positive Fact sheet (Appendix 2) (There are 3 more in the fact
sheet)
1. Start by being aware and realizing the impact of positivity on yourself and others.
2. Realize you have a choice.
3. Collect positive colleagues.

3

Word choices 1) Day, 2) Highest; 3) Rule, 4) To do, 5) Hot 6) email 7) Energy
2
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Activity. Have any of these tips “leapt out” at you? Note them down.
See Appendices 1 and 2 for more detail on the tips.

Wellness Tips






2. Focus on your Highest-Impact
Projects/Tasks

3. Plan Ahead for a Rule of 3



4. Clear Your Mind of Tasks and
have To Do Lists



5. Review Your Hot Spots (Seek
balance)





6. Move Beyond Email overwhelm

7. Amp Up Your Energy Levels

Positivity Tips


What will you do?

1. Visualize a Productive Day

What will you do?

1. Start by being aware and
realizing the impact of positivity
on yourself and others.



2. Realize you have a choice.



3. Collect positive colleagues.
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Remember the tips?

3. Resources
UC ANR Learning & Development
Be Positive Fact sheet
The happiness advantage Video (Ted Talk)
Habits for Balance & Productivity Fact Sheet
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(Appendix 1) Habits for Balance & Productivity4

4

Developed by the California 4-H Healthy Living Advisory Team. 2018.
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Help Yourself – Be Positive5
Why be Positive?
Did you know that being positive in the workplace
actually helps you? The reverse is also true - being
negative harms you.
The Golden Rule (treat others the way you wish to be
treated), Karma, and “What goes around, comes
around” are all real.
What you can do

Being positive – not only helps you –
it helps your workmates.

1. Start by being aware and realizing the impact of positivity on yourself and others.
Recognize that being positive helps those around you. Conversely, negativity hurts you and others. Being
negative can start innocently – a small complaint with a colleague – and soon you are feeding off of each
other and end up in a veritable feeding frenzy of negative energy.
Guess what? You actually just hurt yourself and your colleague.
2. You have a choice.
Recognize that you have a choice. You really do. Choose not to listen to or to join in conversations that
diminish and criticize others. Language matters. What we say has an impact. If you are negative, it not
only harms the person being talked about and the person you're speaking with, but it also hurts you.
3. You probably can’t control the situation, but…..
Things might go wrong and you might be unhappy – so while you might not have control over all the
outcomes, you can control how you choose to react.
4. Collect positive colleagues. You are the average of the people with whom you relate.
Whether we like it or not, we are greatly influenced by those closest to us, who affect how we think and
behave. Demonstrate positivity for others and surround yourself with positive, supportive people who want
you to succeed. However, still be open to positive feedback!
5. Look for solutions - be constructive
Endless complaining perpetuates problems, wasting people’s time and energy. Why not look for solutions?
Positive discussions empower people and leave them a little better off.
6. Practice – start now
It's amazing what a few positive words can do. Practice being the person people enjoy being around
because you will actually uplift them. If people are complaining, try: "This doesn't work for me." or
"Anything positive to report?” It's nonjudgmental. Sometimes people might not realize they are being
negative. Point it out gently; if you say nothing, your silence conveys permission to continue.
Fact: Positive thinking makes you healthier and happier.
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Developed by Mark Bell, and Malendia Maccree based on articles by Forbes and Mayo Clinic staff, Aimee Groth
(Business insider) Julie Fuimano (Monster.com) UC ANR 2018 Editing by Kathryn Stein
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“The pessimist sees the difficulty in every opportunity. “The optimist sees the opportunity in every difficulty”
Winston Churchill.
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